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“withdraw!”

“Hurry up!”

…

At this point, if you don’t withdraw, you will die!

The supporting armies began to withdraw one by one.

But the Leviathans continued to press up.

There are also many weapons that have not been used, and they are used against the escaped
reinforcements.

Leviathan’s speed is too fast.

There were even a lot of people who directly trampled reinforcements to death.
The casualties are increasing.

But there is no way to fight back…

Now Daxia is just changing the situation.

But the crisis has not diminished at all.

The threat is even greater.

“Let’s go!!!”

Underworld gods led the masters who were holding artifacts or god armors and started attacking.

Other things can’t stop it.

But they believe it.

The armors and artifacts created by the metal resources of the forbidden area No. 76 cannot be
corroded.

The Underworld God has just tried it with the special material brought by the forward team.

“boom!!!”

The evil spirits rose from the ground, holding a crossbow!

Suddenly shot an arrow!

“Shit!”

Sure enough, the artifact is still useful.

Directly penetrate the film of Leviathan and cause no small damage.

Although compared to the damage caused before, it cannot be compared.

At least it works!

Others are also working hard!

For example, Ye Wudao, Ye Lingtian and others rushed forward.

Holding the artifact in hand, they showed their posture against the sky.

The liquid sprayed by the Leviathans could not cause damage to these war armor artifacts.

This makes Mr. X angry!

“It’s them again! What the hell is going on in Forbidden Land No. 76?”

…

But the problem is that the number of artifacts and armors is still too small.

Although it works, it is almost trivial.

It just boosts morale.

Let everyone here know.

Can cause damage to Leviathan…

But it doesn’t work.

I saw the Leviathan that was hit recover quickly, and even the companions next to him were helping it to
recover.

If this goes on, even if they suffer various injuries, it is useless.

If the core cannot be destroyed, there is no way to prevent their recovery.

There is no difference between being injured and not being injured.

“Buzzing…”

next moment.

The three thousand Leviathans began to gather all the energy and focus on the first row.

Xiao Liejun and the others had seen this tactic with their own eyes.

“withdraw!”

“Quickly disperse! Quickly disperse!”

“Everyone spread out! Avoid being set on fire!”

…

Xiao Liejun’s department began to shout hysterically.

Let everyone retreat and disperse, don’t pile up together.

Now everyone, boats, etc. are all gathered together.

This kind of letting Leviathan set fire is very dangerous.

Chaos started here.

One after another scattered around.

Some even dive directly into the sea.

…

The scene and its chaos.

“Buzzing…”

Fortunately, it takes a while for all Leviathans to gather energy.

Amidst the earth-shaking sound, the gathering was finally over.

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

The super-strong energy wave carries out a cover-destructive bombardment on the front.

“Rumble…”

This wave of offense can be called epic…The tremendous power flattened everything in the sea ahead!

Even the terrible power is like steaming the sea water to dryness.

The Evil God and others at the forefront realized the danger.

Immediately use the divine weapon divine armor or the like to start the defense.

